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ABSTRACT

Volvo Aero Corporation takes part in a development project called Future

Launchers Preparatory Program (FLPP) which aims to develop Next Generation

Launchers (NGL) for future space flights. FLPP involves several projects and one

these are focused on the development of the next generation rocket engines for the

NGL.

The environment of a rocket engine is extremely hostile, characterized by high

pressure levels and rapid thermal transients. Even though the components are

manufactured from super alloys, the life of these components is measured in seconds.

In the light of these facts, it is obvious that all components have to be optimized to the

last detail. This thesis work is a part of the optimization procedure with the objective

to perform a parametric study of manifolds that will be particular useful during the

concept work of the turbines for the FLPP program.

The methods of probabilistic analysis have been employed in this study. This

approach involves Ishikawa analysis (Cause and Effects) as well deriving transfer

functions through defining and performing simulations in a structured manner

according to a Design of Experiment model. Transfer functions, which are derived

through a series of Finite Element Analysis, describe the relation between design

parameter and stress levels. The transfer function can be considered as a simplified

physical model which only is applicable within the range used of the design

parameters. The use of transfer function is especially powerful when performing

Monte Carlo simulations to determine the likelihood of plasticity.

One short coming of transfer functions is that only the parameters included

from the beginning can be altered and assessed. One also have to consider the

simplifications introduced through the modelling, such as transfer functions derived

using linear elastic simulations can not be used for assessment of plastic deformations.

The method developed in this thesis will be further developed in following studies.

This report is therefore meant to serve as a guide for the next investigator at Volvo

Aero Corporation.

Key words: Parametric, Manifold, Probabilistic design, Finite Element Method.
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SAMMMANFATTNING

Volvo Aero Corporation deltar i ett utvecklingsprojekt som går under

benämningen Future Launchers Preparatory Programme (FLPP) som syftar till att

utveckla uppskjutningsfarkoster till framtidens rymdfärder, Next Generation

Launchers (NGL). FLPP består av många delprojekt och ett av dessa är att utveckla

nya raketmotorer till NGL.

Miljön som en raketmotor jobbar i är extremt fientlig och karakteriseras av

höga tryck och snabba temperaturtransienter. Trots att komponenterna tillverkas av

superlegeringar mäts livslängden vanligtvis i sekunder. Som konsekvens av dessa

fakta är det uppenbart att varje komponent måste optimeras in i minsta detalj. Detta

examensarbete är en del av ett optimeringsarbete med målet att genomföra en

parameterstudie av manifoldrar vars resultat kommer att vara användbart i

konceptfasen då turbiner ska konstrueras inom ramen för FLPP.

Metoden bakom detta arbete använder principerna för probabilistisk design.

Denna typen av analys inkluderar Ishikawa-analys såväl som framtagning av

överföringsfunktioner härledda från experiment strukturerade utifrån en Design of

Experiment modell. Överföringsfunktionerna bygger på resultat från Finita Element

Analyser, och beskriver spänningsnivåer som funktion av designparametrar men

måste betraktas som en förenklad fysikalisk modell och kan endast användas inom

gränserna för en förbestämd designrymd. Den största styrkan med

överföringsfunktionen är att den på ett snabbt sätt kan användas till att bestämma

sannolikheten för plasticering.

Metoden har givetvis nackdelar. En nackdel är att endast de parametrar som

inkluderats från början kan ändras och bedömas. Man måste också vara medveten om

de fysikaliska förenklingar som har gjorts i FEM–modellen gällande lastfall och typ

av analys. Linjär-elastisk analys medför att plastiska deformationer inte kan simuleras

med den överföringsfunktion som har tagits fram i detta arbete. Arbetet som gjorts i

detta arbete kommer att ligga till grund för framtida parameterstudier. Föreliggande

rapport är således tänkt att fungera som en guide för nästa parameterstudie. Således

ligger fokus i rapporten ligger på metoder snarare än på teori.

Nyckelord: Parametrisk, Manifold, Probabilistisk design, Finita Element

Metoden
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Notations
Roman upper case letters
D Global displacement matrix
K Global stiffness matrix
N Number of variables in DoE model
R Global load matrix
X Design variable
Y Response variable

Greek lower case
Heat transfer coefficient
Coefficient in transfer function
Error term in transfer function

1st Stress level with linear elements
2nd Stress level with parabolic elements
VM Effective stress according to Von Mises
1 1st principal stress

Roman lower case letters
ai constant in displacement formulation
i Index
j Index
k Summation index
n Number of samplings in Monte-Carlo Simulation
u Displacement in x-direction
v Displacement in y-direction
x x-coordinate
y y-coordinate





1 Introduction
This chapter will give a background of the company and the project in which this

thesis was conducted.

1.1 About Volvo Aero Corporation
Volvo Aero Corporation (VAC) was founded 1930 with the purpose of building

aircraft engines for the Swedish Air Force. Today, Volvo Aero, together with five other

companies, constitutes the Volvo Group. Main headquarters for VAC is located in

Trollhättan, Sweden, together with main production and development. In addition, VAC has

facilities in

Kongsberg, Norway

Boca Raton, USA

Newington, USA

Kent, USA

A recent addition to Volvo Aero Corporation is Applied Composites AB in

Linköping, Sweden.

Since many years Volvo Aero Corporation is internationally established as a company in

the absolute forefront of high-tech engineering. Main focus lies on design and manufacturing

in the following areas.

Figure 1 Volvo Aero Corporations component specialisation for civil aircraft engine GEnx.



Figure 2 Nozzle for the Vulcain rocket engine

Light weight static components and rotating parts for aircraft engines, such as the

GEnx engine for the civil aircraft market, see Figure 1.

VAC has the full responsibility for the RM12-engine for the JAS 39 Gripen aircraft.

Nozzles and turbines for rocket engines. In this area VAC is considered world leading

supplier of equipment for extreme performances, see Figure 2.

The aftermarket in these business areas is strategically important. Maintenance, Repair

and Overhaul (MRO) of engines is an increasing portion of the company’s business.1

1.2 About the FLPP project
This thesis is a part of a much bigger picture, namely to develop the next generation

rocket engine for the Next Generation Launcher (NGL) vehicles. This is an European Space

Agency (ESA) financed joint venture involving a vast number of countries and companies. A

step towards the NGL is the Future Launchers Preparatory Program (FLPP). It began in

February 2004 and aims to have a NGL operational around 2020. Within this program the

next generation of rocket engines is investigated2.

There are different types of rocket engines (see Appendix 0). They can be categorized

according to their power cycles – that is how fuel is transferred to the main combustion

chamber. For the NGL the engine of choice is a Staged Combustion Engine. What remains to

decide within the FLPP program is what fuel to use and currently there exists two options;

liquid hydrogen, liquid natural gas. The choice of fuel will have great influence on the design

of the engine. There are many reasons, such as:

1 VAC, company presentation.
2 ESA



Influence in overall weight.

When the fuel enters the main combustion chamber, it has to have the same pressure

as the oxidizer (O2). Gases have different resistance to compression, meaning that the

power consumption for the turbines will differ depending on choice of fuel.

Oxidant and reactant have different rotational speed which influences size and weight

of respective turbine.

1.3 About the design process
The space programs organized within ESA have an industrial structure where one

industry is at the top level and holds the responsibility for the engine architecture. The next

level in the hierarchy is the overall turbopump responsibility. Responsibility of turbines

designs is located to the third level of the hierarchy. This hierarchy also reflects the flow of

information, meaning that when a technical specification is issued for a turbine, only a limited

time is available for conceptual work.

During the conceptual work phase of the development of turbines, not much time is

left for advanced simulations, see Figure 3. Until today, most of the decisions lean on the

judgement of senior engineers and lessons learned from previous programs. The introduction

of transfer functions, derived through this thesis, will be used to relate the stress levels to the

few design parameters that defines the scene for all other components of the turbine. The

work done in this thesis is meant to be developed further into assessment tools to be available

in the early stages of the design process.

Figure 3 Global Development Process at Volvo Aero Corporation.



2 Description of the thesis
2.1 Purpose

The primary objective of this thesis was to perform a parametric study of factors

affecting stresses in an inlet manifold. The object used for this study is a manifold which has a

complex geometrical definition. Deliverables are specific to both product and methodology,

respectively. The transfer functions that have been derived are useful to the FLPP program.

These functions relate the fundamental design parameters to stress levels.

Deliverable within the field of methodology is a recipe for effectively performing

parametric analysis as well as identification of possible pitfalls.

2.2 Turbine components
An axial flow turbine consists of one or several stages, where a stage is defined as row

of stator vanes followed by a row of rotor blades. Depending on the system where the turbine

is integrated, different components are used for connection to the inlet as well as to the outlet.

Turbopumps for space applications are characterized by the small engine volume.

Transferring the fluid to the turbine simultaneously as the axial length is kept at minimum is

achieved by using a manifold (sometimes referred to as Volute) at the inlet. The flow enters

the manifold perpendicular to the machine axis and is guided to the turbine stage through

pressure difference. An example of a cross Section of a turbopump is shown in Figure 4,

where a manifold is used at the outlet as well.

Figure 4 VINCI LOX turbopump.

The manifold is the turbine component that has been under investigation in this study.

A manifold is essentially a torus shaped pressure vessel and a three-dimensional view of a

manifold is provided in Figure 5 and Figure 6.



The fluid that is used to drive the turbine is a mixture of fuel and oxidant that enters

the manifold by the inlet pipe and is directed onto the rotor blades. There exist two concepts

of rotors, namely blades that are attached to a disk and BLISK (Blade Integrated Disk) which

is blades and disk in one piece, see Figure 6. When the gas passes through the rotor blade row,

it will exchange momentum with the rotor which then is brought into rotation. This motion is

used to pump fuel and oxidant to the combustion chamber of the rocket engine. The function

of the manifold is thus to collect incoming fluid and provide the rotor with a uniform flow,

since the concept shown in Figure 6 doesn’t utilize any stator vanes. The stator vanes are, in

principle, fixed guide vanes that ensure that the fluid hits the rotor at a constant angle.

Figure 5 CAD model of the manifold.© Håkan
Gullmander 2007. Used with permission of Håkan
Gullmander of Volvo Aero Corporation.

Figure 6 Example of a turbine. Note: This is not the actual
turbine under investigation for this thesis. © Håkan
Gullmander 2007. Used with permission of Håkan
Gullmander of Volvo Aero Corporation.

The engines for the NGL are designed to be reusable and they must therefore as a

whole survive several start-up sequences which cause enormous stresses to all components by

very rapid load transients. Another consequence of a reusable engine is the need for

inspection of the turbine between flights. This implies a simple design with a minimum of

hidden surfaces.

2.3 Selection of design parameters
This Section is to motivate the choice of design parameters for this thesis. The

parameters are graphically explained in Section 3.3, Figure 8.

For a manifold, there are two design parameters that are defined early in a

development program: These are the inlet diameter and the mean gas diameter of the turbine.

The size of the inlet pipe is frozen early since it is a geometrical interface between the turbine

and the engine and thus involves activities of several companies. From a design point of view,



the inlet pipe diameter is important since it controls the tangential velocity at the mean line

due to conservation of angular momentum. If the prerequisites are favourable, it is possible to

reject the stator. Mean-line diameter is important as it affects the turbine efficiency, burst

margin of the disk as well as the vibration characteristics of the BLISK. Static pressure is

related to design point of the turbine and has numerous coupling effects to overall efficiency

of the engine (see Appendix A. 4). The parameters mentioned so far are to some extent

dictated according to what the engine have to perform. Material thickness was included since

it is a property that can be chosen more freely in order to reduce stresses. Material thickness

adds mass to the manifold and therefore it was decided to parameterize the thickness of the

inlet pipe and the volute separately.



3 Method
This chapter will provide the reader with an overview of the planning and strategy of

the work.

3.1 Response variables
In order to assess the likelihood of the success of a concept with respect to the design

parameters, it is of fundamental importance to define and agree within the project on the

definition of these parameters. The response variables to monitor for the study of the manifold

in this work were taken to be:

Maximum effective stress (Von Mises) VM.

Mass of manifold

3.2 Ishikawa analysis
A discussion within the project and private communications with senior design leaders

at VAC were performed to identify the proper selection of design parameters for this study to

be useful in future conceptual work. The five parameters identified are listed in Figure 7.

Figure 7 Cause and effect diagram. The input variables were put into a process and a response was generated.



3.3 Input variables
Geometrical design parameters are clarified in Figure 8. The range of the variables

used for this study constitutes the design space and is listed in Table 1.

Figure  8 Geometrical design parameters. © Håkan Gullmander 2007. Used with permission of Håkan
Gullmander of Volvo Aero Corporation.

Table 1 Design parameters with nominal values and span.

3.4 Strategy of experimentation
Within the field of DoE there is currently a substantial development of commercial

software packages, as performing these experiments are the most time consuming part of the

development process. The task was to compute the response variables defined in Section 3.1

for different selections of the design parameters, with the additional condition to extract as

much information as possible through as few computations as possible. Efficient selection of

simulation scheme was achieved through the incorporation of DoE, which is further described

in Section 4.2.

Efficient modelling of the design parameters was achieved through parameterized

CAD modelling. In total, 43 different 3D CAD models of the manifold were created. The

different manifold designs, created with the different parameter settings, were meshed and

analyzed by using the Finite Element Method, yielding stress levels for each individual case.

Static Pressure
(MPa)

Mean gas
diameter (mm)

Thickness of
material,

manifold (mm)

Inlet Pipe
diameter (mm)

Thickness of
material, pipe

(mm)
Min Nom Max Min Nom Max Min Nom Max Min Nom Max Min Nom Max
18 18.5 19 250 255 260 8 10 12 190 200 210 8 10 12



The FE-analyses were divided into steps for each configuration of design parameters, forming

43 separate run cases according to the bullet list below.

Preparation of geometry.

Mesh generation.

FEM Calculation

o Thermal Analysis

o Structural Analysis

o Post-Processing

Selection of locations for extracting stress levels for post-processing was performed

carefully in order to avoid spatial confounding. Therefore, multiple monitor points was

defined for the manifold, all located at the similar position in all run cases. The output from

the post-processing was compiled with regression analysis to derive the transfer function.

Main effect plots are easily derived from the transfer function, which are of practical

importance to determine the influence on the stress levels of different design parameters. With

the knowledge of the transfer function, it was also possible to perform Monte Carlo

simulations that gave the likelihood of plastic deformation for a given probability distribution

of the input parameters.



3.5 Softwares
Softwares used in the process of deriving the transfer function between design

parameters and stress levels are listed in Table 2. All activities in Table 2 are listed in

chronological order and activities 2 – 4 were repeated for each run case. The other activities

were only performed once.

Table 2 Used softwares.

Software Used for

1 MINITAB3 Design of experiment (Box-Behnken)

2 UniGraphics NX44 Preparing geometries

3 GAMBIT5 Mesh generation, mesh quality control

4 ANSYS6 Pre-processing, solving and post processing of
run cases

5 MINITAB Calculating transfer function

6 Crystal Ball7 Monte-Carlo simulation, Calculating probability
density functions.

3 MINITAB, http://www.minitab.com/,2008-02-28
4 UniGraphics, http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/nx/design/index.shtml, 2008-02-28
5 GAMBIT, http://www.fluent.com/software/gambit/index.htm, 2008-02-28
6 ANSYS, http://www.ansys.com/products/mechanical.asp, 2008-02-28
7 CRYSTALL BALL, http://www.decisioneering.com/, 2008-02-28

http://www.minitab.com/
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/nx/design/index.shtml
http://www.fluent.com/software/gambit/index.htm
http://www.ansys.com/products/mechanical.asp
http://www.decisioneering.com/


4 Theoretical background of statistical methods
The objective of this Section is to give a reflection on deterministic vs. probabilistic

design approach. Since the probabilistic approach is employed in this thesis, additional

comments are given to methods that are considered as central to this process.

4.1 Deterministic and probabilistic design
There are many ways of designing products so that the desired properties are ensured

throughout the life cycle.

Product development involving the deterministic approach usually includes the use of

safety factors and/or minimum material properties. The margins introduced by using safety

factors are supposed to be sufficient to account for the scatter in loads and variations from

manufacturing. If a single safety factor that accounts for all uncertainties is used, or if several

safety factors (accounting for each uncertainty) are added to each other, is specific for each

corporation. In this way the product is designed to withstand a larger load that it will face in

reality.

One significant advantage of using safety factors, combined with best practices, is the

reduced development cost. On the negative side one can identify the absence of understanding

relations between requirements on the drawing and the design targets, usually leading to

increased expenses at the serial production.

The concept of probabilistic approach is to include variations of the design parameters

in the evaluation of product objectives. A process that includes the uncertainties from the

drawing board up to the manufacturing capability is usually referred to as a robust design. In

the process of probabilistic analysis, the design parameters are defined with a nominal value

and a deviation, which is usually assumed normally distributed in the manufacturing process.

A positive feature of the probabilistic approach is that the drivers of poor quality are

easily identified and the areas in need of tight tolerances are found. A negative feature of this

approach is the need of data, which often requires a massive amount of simulations. The

concept of probabilistic analysis is employed in this thesis work.

4.2 Design of experiments
The design of experiments (DoE) is a central tool within the probabilistic design

method. A DoE aims at defining a set-up of the experiments that allows for extracting as

much information as possible at minimum expense.



4.2.1 Box-Behnken design
This is a DoE plan that defines the setup of an experiment. The input requested by this

algorithm is a number of parameters defined with a nominal value and a variation. Each

design parameter can only take three values; low, nominal, high. Box-Behnken does not

consider any other settings in between these levels, see Table 3. The coded design variables

were output from MINITAB and translated to un-coded variables. The un-coded variables

were used in the CAD model to create individual geometries, see chapter 5.

Table 3 Coded vs. un-coded design variables for the material thickness.

Material Thickness Coded Un-coded

Low level -1 8 mm

Nominal Value 0 10 mm

High level 1 12 mm

The output of the DoE is a plan for performing the experiments where combinations of

the input parameter are defined.

The Box-Behnken method is efficient in the sense that two parameters can not take

their respective extreme values at the same time8, see Figure 9. This saves number of runs

compared to the competing methods, which will be explained in Section 9.5, while still giving

sufficient statistical data to define a response surface with quadratic terms. The method is

analogous for 3-10 design parameters.

One of the positive features of the Box-Benkhen method is that when an experiment of

N variables has been performed, the results can be reduced to N-1 variables. It is thus possible

to reduce the problem by simply taking away one design variable and the observations Yi

associated with it and investigate the problem as if the reduced variable never existed. This is

useful if variable N has implicit couplings with the other parameters and there will be an

example of this in Section 8.2. This is a practical feature and is never mentioned in the

literature that covers the DoE theory.

8 Montgomery, 2005



Figure  9 Box-Behnken design ©2001-2004 by Crary Group. Used with permission of Selden Crary of Crary
Group, Inc.

One should also know that there are more accurate methods than Box-Behnken.

However, the competing methods would have resulted in unrealistically large number of

simulations as will be shown in Section 9.5. Moreover, it is desirable to optimize the ratio

accuracy/number of runs. Figure 10 below illustrates the efficiency of the Box-Behnken

design as a function of number of design parameters.

Figure 10 Efficiency of Box-Behnken designs with full-second-degree model. The efficiency is  defined as the
ratio of integrated variance V between optimal vs. actual design with N number design points. The variance will
be further discussed in Section 9.5.  Note: Box-Behnken design for 8 factors does not exist.9 ©2001-2004 by
Crary Group. Used with permission of Selden Crary of Crary Group, Inc.

One way of judging quality of a DOE model is to require the model to have a stable

variance of the predicted response at all points of interest. If this is true for a DOE model, the

model is said to be rotateable. The meaning of this is that the variance from the transfer

function is more or less constant at a radial distance from the center point in the design. This

gives the possibility to compensate for the variance. According to Montgomery (2005), Box-

Behnken designs are either rotatable or nearly rotatable.

9 Web design of experiments (WebDOE)



4.3 Transfer function and response surface
A transfer function is usually a “simple” polynomial equation that relates the desired

output to the input (design) variables. Using the transfer function, it is possible to calculate the

response for given set of design parameters. The coefficients of the transfer function are

computed using regression analysis. A response surface defined by using the Box-Behnken

algorithm has the form of equation (4-1).

(4-1)
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Y is the sought response variable.
X is the design parameters.
k is number of design parameters. (1  k  5).

 are coefficients that weight each design parameter.
0 is a constant.
 is an error term.

The equation (4-1) describes a second order model. When choosing the response surface it is

important to have a picture of the behaviour of the physics within the given range of design

parameters. As an example, it is always possible to make a linear model accurate by selecting

a sufficiently tight range of the input variables.

In this study it was chosen to use a model with second order terms as it has the prospect of

providing higher accuracy as the range of input variables are relatively wide. Moreover, it was

chosen because of the cross product terms, according to expression (4-2) below.

(4-2)
k

i

k

ij
jiij XX

1 1

These terms were essential because they account for interaction effects between the variables

Xi and Xj.



According to Montgomery (2005) the  coefficients can be computed using the least square

method, defined in equation (4-3) below.

(4-3) YXXX TT 1

For this thesis, the X in equation (4-3) is a 46 x 20 matrix containing all values for design

parameter settings and the combination of them. Y is an array of length 46 containing

calculated nodal stresses.  is a 20 x 1-matrix containing the sought coefficients 1 2 20.

4.4 Main effects and interaction effects
When the design parameters Xi in (4-1) are changed, the response Y will change. The

main effects describe the relevance of the parameters one by one. The main effects can be

visualized by plotting the predicted response as a function of parameter setting through the

coefficients i. The possible parameter setting can vary between three values; minimum,

nominal and maximum.

The interaction effects describe synergy effects when several parameters are changed

at the same time. They can be visualized through the coefficients ij. The interaction effects

should be interpreted as such that one parameter is kept at one level (minimum, nominal or

maximum) while another parameter is allowed to vary between its three levels.

4.5 Monte-Carlo simulation
Monte-Carlo simulation is a method from probability theory. It uses random numbers

from a given probability distribution. By using a transfer function it is possible through

convolution to compute the average, and variation of, a response from the knowledge of the

average and variation of design parameters. Essentially, the method is an application of the

law of large numbers, see (4-4) below. This law state that the arithmetic mean value of

several independent, identically distributed, stochastic variables will converge towards the

finite expectation value  if the number of samplings is big enough.

(4-4)
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X1,X2… are independent and identically distributed stochastic variables.
n is number of samples
Xn is the arithmetic mean value.



Summarizing this concept briefly: The idea of Monte-Carlo simulation is to randomize

a large number of observations (X1,X2…Xi). The observations are input to the transfer

function and the response is calculated. The response will follow the same probability

distribution as the stochastic variables. The transfer function will give an error but this error

will decrease when number of samplings increase10.

10 Blom, 2005



5 Preparing geometries
The work started with a parametrically constructed CAD model of the manifold. The

DOE model described in Section 4.2 gave a set-up of parameter combinations which was put

into the CAD model, yielding a set of individual CAD models with unique dimensions. Figure

11 shows the manifold model.

The second step was to split into sub volumes. This was done because it simplifies the

control of the mesh since the manifold consisted of several volumes. The split interSections

will place some nodes at similar locations every time. This reduces the effort to extract result

data in a controlled manner. The exact split procedure was the result of some trial and error, in

which the capabilities of the mesh generator limited the options.

The third step was to measure the mass of the geometry for each respective run case.

The weight is defined as an objective in Section 3.1.

Finally, the geometry was exported on PARASOLID™-format. That is a text file

which is quite small and very robust. It is the preferred file format in GAMBIT.

Figure 11 CAD model of the manifold. The edges indicate division into sub volumes.



6 Mesh generation
As a part of this thesis the author was provided the freedom to choose the mesh

generation software that best fitted the purpose of the thesis. The softwares compared in this

section are ANSA, ICEM, ANSYS and GAMBIT. As GAMBIT was considered as the easiest

software to use it was selected for this thesis. This chapter describes the process of using the

software to create a mesh.

6.1 Selection of mesh generator
There are a lot of mesh generators on the market. For this thesis four of them were

studied; ANSA, ANSYS, GAMBIT and ICEM.

The built-in mesh software in ANSYS was tested, but it was found that this software has its

strength when the geometry is relatively simple. Another meshing software that was examined

is ICEM Hexa. However, performing structured brick meshes for this complex geometry was

too difficult, especially as the threshold of this software is particularly high. The two final

softwares both proved to be very powerful in terms of handling complex geometries and they

both have functions for mesh quality control.

The choice fell on GAMBIT for two reasons:

It has the capability of automatic mesh generation. ANSA does not have this
capability.

GAMBIT can create node groups.
The idea was to mesh only one CAD model manually and automize the rest of them in

order to save time. The principle is as follows. GAMBIT prints all given commands to a

journal file and this journal file can be executed later. It is then possible to import a new

geometry, under the assumption that the geometry is defined in the same format, run the

journal file and mesh is generated automatically.  However, it turned out to be difficult to use

this feature in the work. The reason was compatibility problems between NX4 and GAMBIT,

see Table 2.  It turned out that NX4 assigns different numbers to surfaces and volumes

between the run cases. This had the effect that GAMBIT didn’t recognize the surfaces and all

models had to be meshed manually.

6.2 Mesh procedure
There are essentially three methods of meshing available when using GAMBIT. These are:

Mapped mesh (2D/3D)

Free mesh (2D/3D)



Sweep mesh (3D)

Mapped mesh is often preferable because the mesh can be controlled more effectively.

It is a fast and convenient way of meshing, as only two edges of a surface need to be meshed

in order to define the surface mesh. The algorithm then divides the surface in equally sized

elements. Mapped meshing of volumes requires one mapped surface and one meshed edge.

Mapped meshing assigns numbers to the nodes effectively which facilitates solving. The

procedure requires fairly simple geometry. This can however be circumvented by dividing the

part into sub volumes.

Free mesh means that it is up to the mesh generator to find the best mesh possible for

the surface/volume. Element sizes on edge must be specified. Free mesh is suitable for

complex geometries, for instance highly curved surfaces. However, the algorithms are seldom

perfect. One might get poor local element quality and bad element orientation.

Sweep mesh is a method of meshing volumes. It is combined with free mesh when the

geometry is curved or otherwise tricky to mesh. In such cases the surface is free-meshed first

and then the surface mesh is swept layer by layer through the volume. Figures of respective

method will follow in Section 6.3.

6.3 Guide lines for the creation of a FEM mesh.
In order to have a high quality mesh there are some factors to consider. This Section

discusses some factors that were considered relevant for the applications of this thesis.

1. Minimum three elements across thickness. This is common practice for FEA.11 The

number of elements across the thickness pretty much dictates the required element

size. Too large element size results in misshaped element which is explained in Figure

13.

2. The mesh should be quite fine in order to reduce discretization errors. This is of

importance due to the fact that these errors will otherwise reduce the accuracy of the

transfer function later to come.

3. Mapped mesh should be used as much as possible for quality reasons.

The discretization errors mentioned in bullet 2 above is an important issue. Avoiding

these errors will influence several things, among which the selection of element size and

element type can be mentioned.

11 Sjöström, Roger, personal communication



6.3.1 Discretization errors due to element type
In this work the mesh was generated in GAMBIT with 1st order elements. These

elements were later converted to 2nd order elements in ANSYS. This procedure was chosen in

order to minimize the mesh file. The mesh files produced in GAMBIT, using 1st order

elements, had a size of ~30 megabytes for each run case. The FEM models that were analysed

in ANSYS consisted of ~ 4 times more nodes when the element type was changed to 2nd order

in ANSYS. All original mesh files produced in this thesis will be saved for further studies and

improvements of the developed method. From this fact it is obvious that the mesh files had to

be as small as possible in order to save storage space as well as calculation time.

However, it is important to keep in mind that this procedure can introduce

discretization errors as ANSYS converts the elements, especially if the geometry is highly

curved or complex otherwise. The reason is that ANSYS only receives a number of nodes in

the mesh file and places the mid-node at the arithmetic average. Hence, there is no

information about the CAD basis i.e. the real geometry, see Figure 12.

Figure 12 Blue lines describe the CAD basis i.e. the real geometry. Black lines describe 1st order elements.

6.3.2 Discretisation errors due to element size
As mentioned above, when ANSYS adds mid-side nodes it calculates the arithmetic

mean distance between two nodes and adds a node in between. If the geometry is highly

curved there will be a discrepancy between the real geometry and the FE-model described by

the elements, see Figure 13.

Figure 13 Analogous Figure 12 with  2nd order elements. Mid side nodes added between original nodes. If the
element size is too large compared to the underlying geometry, the element will misfit and become distorted.
There is a certain tolerance in ANSYS outside of which the solution will crash.



The discrepancy can be reduced by reducing element size. In this way it is ensured

that the arithmetic mean distance between two nodes is small and FE-model will therefore

follow the geometry more precisely. Whether or not to use this procedure is a balance act

between the size of the mesh file and the need of accuracy and must be judged for every job

individually, mindful of the fact that the mesh file grows significantly in size if element size is

reduced. For a parametric study such as this one it is extra important to save disk space since

there are so many run cases that add data to the disks.

6.4 Generation of the mesh
When performing the generation of a computational mesh, it is important to have a

strategy of where to start and which difficulties to resolve in the first place. In Figure 14, a

part of the manifold is show where the first piece of the mesh was defined. As this part is

connected to the rest of the manifold, the adjacent surfaces automatically receives at least one

meshed surface or edge upon which mapped volume mesh could be based. Mapped mesh was

used for all sub volumes where brick elements could be used.

Figure 14 The figure is to illustrate how different types of mesh procedure can be combined for a complex
geometry in order to obtain acceptable mesh with respect to warp/skew.  All other areas could be map meshed.
Element size in this figure is 0.007-0.009 m. In highly curved areas the size had to be reduced to 0.005 m

Free mesh is used on the
outer surface. This mesh is
swept through the volume.

Mapped mesh on end
surfaces



6.5 Mesh quality control
GAMBIT has functions for automatic mesh quality control and they were used to

inspect the mesh visually before importing the mesh into ANSYS, see Figure 15 below. This

was important since ANSYS doesn’t accept elements that are severely misshaped. The aim

was to keep the mesh as coarse as possible in order to minimize the model size, at the same

time as the model had to capture the physics of the problem at hand. Mesh quality control in

GAMBIT was a method to compromise between need of accuracy and size of mesh file.

Figure 15 Mesh quality control in GAMBIT is a powerful tool to inspect the mesh visually down to individual
elements. The elements shown have the best possible quality with respect to skewness.



6.6 Node groups
Node groups were created in order to facilitate the programming in ANSYS. The

benefit of using node groups is the easy access to these nodes for defining boundary

conditions and extracting results during post-processing. The following groups were used.

Figure 16 Node group 1 ( "pressure"). All nodes connected to the cyan surface were selected in order to apply
static pressure and bulk temperature.



Figure 17 The yellow surface corresponds to node group 4. The blue surface corresponds to node group 5 and
the red surface corresponds to node group 6.

Figure 18 Inlet and Outlet surfaces. Used in the structural analysis to define mechanical constraints.



Group 1: All nodes on the inside surfaces of the manifold. These nodes were used

when pressure and temperature loads were applied. See Figure 16.

Group 2 and 3: nodes on the inlet surface and outlet surface, respectively. These node

groups were used for application of mechanical boundary conditions for structural

analysis. See Figure 18.

Group 4: curved surface interface between pipe and volute. This node group was used

for evaluation of results. See Figure 17.

Group 5: curved surface interface between volute and outlet, close to pipe. This node

group was used for evaluation of results. See Figure 17.

Group 6: curved surface interface between volute and outlet. This node group was

used for comparison with group 5. See Figure 17.



7 Finite element method
This chapter will explain the practical application of the Finite Element Method in this

thesis, and relate it to the underlying theory and the methods that ANSYS uses. The reader is

assumed to have a basic knowledge in FEM and only the used theory and applications will be

explained.

7.1 Thermal analysis
A thermal analysis calculates heat transfer due to a temperature difference over a

body. The DOF is thus temperature and the result is a temperature distribution over the body.

Performing a thermal analysis requires less power than a structural analysis since the elements

only have the temperature as DOF in each node.

Figure 19 Overview of thermal analysis. The blue bullets indicate which options that were used.

In Figure 19, Thermal Loads describe the way to apply thermal boundary conditions to

the FE-model. The manifold is subjected to an elevated temperature on the inside due to the

flowing fluid. Therefore the type of heat transfer is Heat Convection and Convection Surfaces

must be used to define the thermal boundary conditions, see Figure 20. As indicated by Figure

20, a heat transfer coefficient was needed to define the heat transfer. This coefficient had to be

calculated by hand and is described in Appendix B.



Figure 20 Heat transfer by Convection Surfaces.

Table 4 Data for thermal analysis.

Bulk Temperature 700 °K
Reference Temperature 293 °K
Heat transfer coefficient on
inside 6146 W/m2K

Constraints
Unknown nodal
temperatures

Heat transfer can be investigated in two ways, i.e. there are two analysis types for heat

transfer12. For details see the Thermal Code, Appendix C. 2.

1. Transient Analysis means that the computed temperature distribution depends on the

solution at the previous time step and the boundary conditions. This analysis type can be

used to simulate the warm-up of a structure.

2. Steady-State Analysis means that the computation is only performed for one set of

boundary conditions and the result will not depend on the initial solution.

7.2 Linear elastic structural analysis
In linear structural analysis the objective is to calculate stresses from strains, and

strains from displacements. Theoretically, what happens is that ANSYS solves a system of

equations according to equation (7-1).13

12 Niklasson, 2007, Thermal analysis with ANSYS.
13 Cook, 2001



(7-1) RDK

matrixloadGlobalR
matrixntdisplacemeGlobalD

matrixstiffnessglobalK

According to basic linear algebra the structural displacement matrix can be obtained

by (7-2).

(7-2) RKD 1

The displacements in equation (7-2) had to be superimposed on the displacements

from the thermal analysis described in chapter 7.1 in order to get the total displacements.

From the total displacements the total strains and stresses could be calculated, see Figure 21.

Figure 21 Calculation chain for structural analysis.

Conclusively, stresses could appear to be very high locally, much higher than real

stresses. In regions of very high stress the material will yield, causing plastic strain and thus

the plastic (real) stress will be lower than calculated, according to Figure 22.

Figure 22 Stress-strain diagram. © The Pennsylvania State University. Used with permission of N.J.
Salamon, Professor Emeritus, Department of Engineering Science and Mechanics, 22 Jan 2008.



However, plastic strain must be investigated by means of non-linear analysis and the

manifold model is to complex for that. Such an analysis would take too long time and not

worth the effort for this thesis work. If such an analysis had to be undertaken, it would be

proper to create a sub model of the plastic regions and analyze those more carefully. This

procedure falls outside the scope of this thesis. Secondly, the goal of the entire work is

develop a simple method that estimates variation of stress levels from variation in geometry.

This is not the same thing as calculating the stresses exactly.

The conclusion drawn from a theoretical point of view is that the structural results in

this thesis can not be interpreted as the real stress condition but merely a measurement of

what happens when a certain dimension is changed.

7.3 Selection of elements
Parabolic elements often produce better results for the type of analysis conducted in

this thesis. But are they really needed? In order to answer that question two analyses were

performed with identical meshes and identical settings. The only difference was the choice of

elements.

Analysis setup:

3D static linear elastic analysis

SOLID elements

The load was a static pressure on inside

Boundary conditions: Inlet and Outlet fixed in all DOF + displacements from thermal

steady state analysis.

7.3.1 Linear elements
SOLID70: 1st order thermal element

SOLID45: 1st order structural element, see Figure 23

Figure 23 SOLID45. Linear (1st order) structural element. Taken from ANSYS help utility



7.3.2 Parabolic elements
SOLID90: 2nd order thermal element

SOLID186: 2nd order structural element, see Figure 24

Figure 24 SOLID186. Parabolic (2nd order) structural element. The thermal element SOLID90 looks exactly the
same as SOLID186, with the difference that the DOF is temperature in each node. Taken from ANSYS help
utility

7.3.3 Evaluation
The results were evaluated for the node groups 4. It was crucial that the same areas of

the manifolds were considered for the results to be comparable. Consequently, all nodes in the

three node groups were sorted according to coordinates and effective stresses and 1st principle

stresses were extracted. The difference in stress level was computed node wise in order to find

an approximate percent ratio to compare the results depending on element type, see (7-3).

(7-3) 100
2

12

nd

stnd

elementsorder1 withlevelstress

elementsorder2 withlevelstress
st

1st

nd
2nd

A positive  means that respective stress level is calculated to a larger value with 2nd

order elements compared to 1st order element. The stress levels of consideration were

effective stress and 1st principal stress.

Table 5 Comparison of results with linear and parabolic elements for node group 4. The conclusion is that linear
elements calculate a lower effective stress compared to parabolic elements.

Group 4
 effective

stress (%)
 1st principal

stress %
min 4,2 -6,7
max 13,2 9,3
median 7,6 6,4
average 8,4 5,3



Considering the result from node group 4 in Table 5, it was concluded that 2nd order

elements calculates larger stresses compared to first order elements. Second order elements

are thus more conservative in this case. Another issue is the error in the calculations

themselves. That means how well the calculated results describe the real stress field. These

errors could be evaluated by ANSYS. The method that ANSYS uses to do this is based on

discrepancy in strain energy as ANSYS transforms displacements into strains and strains into

stresses, recall Figure 21. The details are too complex to be explained here14. Table 6 contains

a summation of the calculation error for node group 4. Note that linear elements predict a

huge maximum error which appears to be unlikely. The reason for this gigantic error size was

not investigated exactly but only taken as an indication that linear elements were unsuitable

for this type of calculation, especially if large calculation error occurs in a region of interest.

Table 6 Calculation error for node group 4 depending on element type. (command: plesol,sdsg)

Element type Minimum error Maximum error

Linear (1st order) 9,4 MPa 945 MPa

Parabolic (2nd order) 0,8 MPa 78 MPa

7.3.3.1 Shear locking
If linear elements are used to model geometry subjected to bending they can give rise

to a phenomenon called shear locking15. It has its basis in the mathematical description of the

linear elements and means that the stress condition gets an excessive addition of shear stress

between the elements instead of bending stresses that one would expect see Figure 25.

Figure 25 Elements subjected to pure bending. The elements to the left can simulate the behavior of parabolic
elements. The elements to the right illustrate how linear elements would respond.© Kjell Niklasson 2007. Used
with permission of M.Sc. Kjell Niklasson of University West, Trollhättan, Sweden.

14 ANSYS help utility - theory reference.
15 Niklasson, Basics about finite element analysis, 2007



The mathematical description of linear elements implies that the edges of the elements

must remain straight when the element deforms as there are no terms in the linear

displacement formulation chosen in Eq. (7-4)16 that can describe curvature.

(7-4)
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Parabolic elements, on the other hand, have the capability to describe this curvature

according to (7-5) and therefore the elements can deform more accurately17.
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The result from (7-5) is that bending stresses can be calculated more accurately as

shear locking effects are reduced. This theory might come into play when analyzing the

manifold as the geometry is highly curved and subjected to a high pressure that tries to

expand the manifold. All the run cases had at least two areas of effective stresses twice the

yield limit. As described in Section 7.2 the stress condition is calculated by pure linear algebra

and if the effective stress is large it is likely that there are some parasitic stress components

along the way. Because of time limitations the shear locking effects could not be investigated

thoroughly but it is possible that they were present and could partly explain the differences in

results between parabolic and linear elements.

7.3.4 Conclusion
It could be concluded that 2nd order elements were more conservative in the stress

calculation and had smaller calculation error. Since the objective for this thesis was to find

mathematical expressions that predict stress levels, it was considered important to keep

calculation errors small. Consequently, it was motivated to use 2nd order elements for the

analyses.

7.4 Post-processing
The measures described in this Section was undertaken in order to extract relevant

information from the gigantic results database in every ANSYS run and use this data for

further analysis. This data extraction was facilitated a lot by the node groups defined in

Section 6.6. These node groups made it possible to select a sub-set of nodes from the FE-

model and sort only these nodes according to whatever criteria deemed suitable. For this

16 Cook, 2001
17 Cook, 2001



thesis it was considered suitable to use two criteria’s; location and stress concentration.

Manifolds for space applications have been designed at Volvo Aero Corporation for two

decades. From the gained experience, it is known where the stress concentrations most likely

will appear. These stress concentrations were traced in the three areas corresponding to node

group 4 - 6 and compared with stresses in the entire model. However, in the regions of stress

concentrations the geometry is highly curved and therefore non-linear to some extent18. Non-

linear effects could possibly cause fluctuations in the stress reading and therefore disturb the

data used for the transfer function and also the main and interaction effect plots will be

affected by this non-linearity. Therefore it was decided to compare the data sorted by stress

concentration with data sorted by location. The chosen coordinates are explained in Figure 26.

Figure 26 Figure illustrates post-processing by location. Yellow area corresponds to node group 4.  Blue area
corresponds to node group 5. Red area corresponds to node group 6.

The sorting procedure ordered the nodes in a list from which the nodes of interest

could be picked. ANSYS stores a lot of information for each node so it was necessary to

choose what information to extract. The extracted data was the following.

Node number. Vital to extract since the node number is necessary in order to select a

specific node and to be able to extract the information below.

Location x,y,z. This location denotes the 3D position in the manifold where a

particular node is defined from the start in the mesh file.

18 Cook, 2001

Nodes  in  group 5  and 6  were  sorted
according to smallest coordinate in
y-direction

Nodes  in  group  4  were  sorted
according to coordinate in x-direction



Effective stress, Von Mises. This stress component was used to evaluate and analyze

main and interaction effects.

Principal stresses. The three principal stresses were extracted in order to find a basis

for future studies but were not analysed in this thesis due to time limitations.

Displacements in x,y,z – direction and their vector sum. The motive to extract the

displacements was the same as for principal stresses.

7.5 Assembling a run case
The general idea was to build each run case on its mesh file. This was efficient as the

mesh file is smaller in size compared to the complete geometry file delivered by the CAD

program. The mesh file was imported into ANSYS and assembled with material data,

boundary conditions, constraints and solver options. Each run case consisted of three parts

conducted in sequence according to the bullet list below.

1. Thermal Analysis. Outputs thermal displacements to a file.

2. Structural Analysis. Reads thermal displacement file and adds a static pressure

load. Outputs the resulting stresses to a file.

3. Post-Processing. Reads result file from structural analysis and extract data for a

specific region.



7.6 Programming structure
In order to speed up the handling of each run case, a number of scripts where written,

see Figure 27. The scripts are codes that execute commands in a certain order, see Appendices

C. 2 and C. 3. The data that was changed between the run cases were specified in a parameter

files which was read by the actual run script. This allowed separation of the codes with the

benefit that a minimum amount of code had to be duplicated between the run cases and thus

minimized the amount of required storage space. Another benefit was that accidental changes

to the codes were avoided, giving better robustness in terms of engineering work.

Figure 27 Programming structure for a run case. Blue fields’ symbols result files. Red fields are run scripts that
are identical between the runs. Green fields are files that are changed between every run case. Parameter files
contain paths and names of files that are used and also settings for load. The Thermal Code and Structural Code
was written in two variants, one for parabolic elements and one for linear elements. In this way the analyst can
choose which element type is desired depending on what is of interest. The solution time for a run case was ~3
hours.



8 Transfer functions derived from FEM data
This chapter describe regression analysis of the data from the FEM calculations. Since

the three node groups 4-6 were subjected to different stress levels, it was decided to evaluate

the two node groups (of these three) with the highest stress levels, namely group 4 and group

5, see Appendix Figure 52 and Figure 53. In order to make it easier to follow the results, only

results for node group 5 are presented in this chapter together with a discussion.

Results for node group 4 are presented in Appendices D. 3 and D. 4. Node group 6 is

completely discarded due to time limitations and the fact that stresses were significantly lower

in that region, see Appendix Figure 54.

It is important to note that the diagrams of Section 8.2- 8.4 describe different transfer

functions. It was necessary to evaluate the FEM results in this way because of some

confounding effects that arose during the evaluation work that were impossible to foresee as

will be explained in Section 8.2.

8.1 Regression quality

MINITAB provided a measurement of the regression quality. The quality is described

by Eqn. (8-1) and (8-2) below. Note that R2 and R2
adj are numbers outputted by MINITAB

and has nothing to do with any of the variables defined previously. The R2 value describes

how well the regression fits the responses.
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In Eqn. (8-1) yi is the observed value from FE-calculations, which is the value that the

transfer function is based upon, ypred is the corresponding value predicted by the transfer

function and yaverage is the mean value of all observations. Equation (8-1) does not account for

the number of factors. The number of factors can be compensated for by the R2
adj –value

according to Eqn. (8-2).

(8-2)
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In Eqn. (8-2) n is the number of simulations and p is the number of degrees of

freedom. R2
adj should be close to R2 in order to have a good regression meaning a good

prediction of stress and mass versus the design parameters.



Interesting to note is that these measures only compare how well the regression

surface represents the data points from which it is derived. Nothing is said of how well the

response surface captures the physics within the range of these parameters.19

8.2 Main effects for mass
The main effects for mass are quite intuitive. Figure 28 and Figure 29 both state that

material thickness of the manifold torus has the largest influence on the mass. This is quite

obvious since these parameters adds the most material if they are increased. It can be

concluded by comparing the diagrams that mean gas diameter adds some non-linear effect to

the model. This is supported by Figure 29 that suggest that the pressure should influence the

mass of the manifold which is of course impossible. What we see in Figure 29 are usually

referred to as confounding. This phenomenon appears when the number of unknowns in the

response surface exceeds number of observations (calculations), or if non-linear effects are

present in the modelling. The reason for this phenomenon is discussed further in Section 9.2.

The non-linear effects introduced by the mean gas diameter are probably present in the main

effects for stresses also. Consequently, the stresses must be evaluated in the same manner.
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Figure 28 Main effects for mass (kg). In this diagram the influence of Mean Gas Diameter has been excluded
which gave the result of 100 % regression quality and perfect linear dependence between mass and design
parameters. R2 = 100.0 % R2

adj = 100.0 %

19 Karlén 2007.
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Figure 29 Main effects for mass (kg) of the manifold. In this diagram the mean gas diameter is included which
introduces non-linear coupling effects and lower regression quality compared to main effects of Figure 28. R2 =
88.3 % R2

adj = 78.9 %

In Section 4.2.1, there is a consideration of an advantage of the Box-Benkhen scheme

that is linked to extracting data from confounding results. We clearly see the benefits of the

Box-Benkhen scheme by comparing Figure 28 with Figure 29 where the mean gas diameter is

eliminated, giving more logical results.

8.3 Main effects for stresses sorted by location
The main effect diagrams in this chapter are based on stress values extracted in the

same regions for all run cases. The diagrams show each parameters influence on effective

stress according to Von Mises (SEQV) for node group 5, with and without Mean Gas

Diameter.

Diagrams over stress condition versus run case are presented in Appendix D.1, Figure

49 – Figure 51. The conclusion drawn for the stress diagrams is that the stress components

fluctuate quite a bit between the run cases. This influences the main effects plots due to the

mathematical reasoning in Section 4.3. Despite these fluctuations the quality of the response

surfaces are high. The curves are straight and the middle design point lies on the average

stress level which indicates linear dependence between the parameters and effective stress.
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Figure 30 Main effects for node group 5, mean gas diameter excluded. The diagram indicates linear dependency
between design parameters and stress. The regression quality is very high: R2 = 99.6 % R2

adj = 99.3 %.
Comparison with node group 5, Figure 55, show about the same trends except for static pressure which is more
negative in this diagram.
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Figure 31 Main effect for node group 5, Mean Gas Diameter included. The introduction of mean gas diameter
here, compared to Figure 30, give some non-linear dependency between stress level and static pressure. The
regression quality is R2 = 85.0 % R2

adj = 72.9 % which is lower compared to Figure 30 and also lower
compared to node group 4 but still good enogh to constitute material for Monte-Carlo Simulation.



8.4 Main effects from stresses sorted by stress concentrations
The diagrams in this chapter are based on stress values extracted by stress

concentrations for all run cases, see Appendix D. 2, Figure 52 - Figure 54. The conclusion

drawn from the stress diagram in mentioned Appendix is that the stress concentrations for

node group 5 fluctuate to about the same extent compared to those sorted by location.

The main effects below, concurrent with stress concentrations, indicate some non-

linear dependency between design parameters and effective stress as the lines are not straight.
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Figure 32 Main effects for Node Group 5, Mean Gas Diameter excluded. The diagram indicates non-linear
dependency between the four parameters and stress level which is to be expected since the geometry is highly
curved in this region. The regression quality is very high R2 = 99.7 % R2

adj = 99.5 %.
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Figure 33 Main effects for node group 5, Mean Gas Diameter included. The diagram indicates non-linear
dependency between all parameters and stress level. The non-linear coupling to stress level is especially
significant for mean gas diameter. The regression quality is very high: R2 = 99.0 % R2

adj = 98.3 %

8.5 Interaction effects for mass
The diagrams in the chapter describe how the design parameter interacts with each

other in terms of mass of the manifold. The diagrams are based on the same transfer functions

as the diagrams in Section 8.2.
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Figure 34 Interaction effects for mass without mean gas diameter. The figure indicates that there are no
interaction effects for mass.
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Figure 35 Interaction effects for mass with mean gas diameter. By comparison with Figure 34 it can be
concluded that the mean gas diameter introduces some non linear effects for the mass. The lines are no longer
strait as in Figure 34 which indicates that mean gas diameter introduces some interaction effects between all
parameters.



8.6 Interaction effects for stress sorted by location
The diagrams in this chapter indicate how the parameters interact with each other in

terms of effective stress. The diagrams are based on the same transfer functions as those in

chapter 8.3.
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Figure 36 Interaction effects plot for node group 5. Mean gas diameter excluded. The diagram indicates almost
no interaction effects at all.
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Figure 37 Interaction effects plot for node group 5. Mean gas diameter included. By comparison with Figure 36
it can be concluded that mean gas diameter introduce quite extensive non-linear effects.

8.7 Interaction effects for stress sorted by stress concentrations
The diagrams in this chapter indicate how the parameters interacts with each other in

terms of effective stress. The diagrams are based on the same transfer functions as those in

chapter 8.4.
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Figure 38 Interaction plot for node group 5, mean gas diameter excluded. This diagram is calculated from the
same transfer function as main effects according to Figure 32.
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8.8 Probability of plasticity
The variation of geometry was defined in Table 1 of Section 3.3 and constitutes the

design space for the analyses of this work. The main effect diagrams in the previous Sections

give an idea of how stresses will vary due to changing geometry within this design space. But



the main- and interaction effects can’t predict the range of stress levels that the manifold will

be subjected to as a consequence of inconsistencies from manufacturing. This will now be

simulated by Monte-Carlo simulation implemented in CRYSTALL BALL, described in

Section 4.5.

Recall the transfer function in Section 4.3. Each main effect diagram in Section 8.2-

8.4 has its own transfer function.
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The coefficients  are now known and it is possible to simulate the response Y for any

configuration of design parameters X within their respective design envelope.

But before doing so the results had to be criticized and disturbances had to be

eliminated. As concluded in Section 8.2, the Mean Gas Diameter introduced some non-linear

coupling effects to the model in the sense that it influenced material thickness. These coupling

effects could potentially disturb the upcoming simulation as the coefficients related to mean

gas diameter would lead to fluctuations in the predicted values Y. Therefore the Mean Gas

Diameter excluded form the Monte-Carlo simulation. This operation was theoretically

explained in Section 4.5.

The first thing to do was to choose a probability distribution according to which the

design parameters will vary from manufacturing. From experience and common practise at

Volvo Aero Corporation, normal distributions were chosen for all geometrical parameters, see

Figure 39.

Figure 39 Normal distribution for geometrical design parameters.

The static pressure was assumed to have a quadratic distribution as the turbine works

under constant pressure during operation, see Figure 40.



Figure 40 Uniform distribution for the static pressure.

The calculated stress levels differed in size depending on node group and therefore the

likelihood of plasticity will differ as well.

Figure 41 below shows a probability density function for effective stress in node group

5. The expectation value is 1600 MPa and the variance is ±200 MPa. The expectation value is

the same as mean value in the main effect diagram in Figure 30. The probability of the

expectation value to occur is ~5% and the frequency is ~1400 specimens.

Figure 41 Probability density distribution for effective stress  in node group 5. The diagram is based on stress
readings sorted by location. CRYSTALL BALL samples 30 000 combinations of design parameters within the
design space defined in Section 3.3. The combinations are run through the transfer function of Figure 30 and
stress level for each combination is calculated. The diagram show a summary of stress level from all the
samplings.

The conclusion drawn from Figure 41 is that the likelihood of plastic deformation for

the particular region of the manifold, associated with node group 5, is 100% since even the

lower boundary of the probability distribution show stress above the yield limit. Whether this

is a problem or not depends on the demands on the final manifold design which is not the one



analyzed in this thesis. But if this was the case, and plastic deformations would be prohibited

according to a demand specification, this particular manifold design would have to be

rejected.



9 Sources of error
9.1 Mesh quality

The mesh quality was evaluated in GAMBIT before the mesh files were written.

Hence, the quality could be improved directly if required. Secondly, the mesh quality is

checked by ANSYS according to default criteria’s. If there had been flaws in the mesh

ANSYS would detect them and give a warning or error message. An error message would

have terminated the analysis. Conclusively, the mesh quality was well assured. Because of the

changed geometry between the run cases, the mesh had to be somewhat adjusted. Element

size was preserved as best as possible so the discretization error should be fairly constant.

9.2 Parameterization of the CAD model
Due to the complex and highly curved geometry the CAD model was difficult to

parameterize. This resulted in some coupling effects, mainly between mean gas diameter and

manifold thickness. Consequently, the FEM calculations were somewhat disturbed in the

sense that the manifold got weaker in some areas due to a smaller material thickness. The

diagrams got much more linear when mean gas diameter was excluded from the statistics.

What really happened was that the material thickness in some areas of the manifold changed

uncontrollably when the mean gas diameter was changed. That implied that there was a

coupling that couldn’t be accounted for when the transfer function was derived in MINITAB.

Recall Eqn. (4.3) that described how the transfer function was calculated. This is purely a

mathematical operation in which MINITAB fits the regression as best as possible. In this

work this had the effect that the -coefficients related to pressure were disturbed in such a

way that the main effect diagrams indicated that pressure should influence the mass which is

of course impossible in reality.

9.3 Quality of the finite element model
Fluid dynamics effects are not accounted for. Very small stresses originate from that

so it is hardly worth the effort to include for the purposes of this thesis.20

Rapid temperature- and pressure transients during engine start-up and shutdown give

gigantic stresses which are not accounted for in this analysis. Load step 2 will give a very

coarse approximation since the temperature and pressure spikes are much higher than the

values used. If the temperature and pressure change, the heat transfer coefficient will change

20 Andersson, Sonny. Personal communication



as well. A proper simulation would require pressure, temperature and heat transfer coefficient

as functions of time. This implies complex and time consuming programming to implement.

When the manifold is mounted in the engine it is squeezed in between other

components. This results in for instance axial forces from the rotor being transferred to the

manifold. Such forces were not known at the time of this work.

9.4 Quality of the post-processing routine
It is obvious that the accuracy of the response surface will depend on the data upon

which it is based. For each run case it is desirable to extract nodal solution at the exact same

position. This is not easy since the position of a particular node changes with the geometry.

Figure 42 Part of node group 6.

Figure 42 above show a piece of node group 6. The post processing routine was

written as such that it worked in the following sequence:

1. First, sort the nodes by Y-location.

2. Then extract 20 nodes with the smallest Y-location. However there are

This might be developed further, for instance by sorting the nodes in one more

dimension.

1. Sort the nodes by Y-location.

2. Then sort the nodes by X-location.

3. Then extract 20 nodes with the smallest X-location.

The result would be that the first extracted node would be the one pointed upon; the

next node would be the one above in Y-direction, and so on. It is likely that the accuracy of

the transfer function would be improved by this method.

9.5 Quality of the design of experiment model
According to Montgomery (2005) at least two other DOE models might have been

used, see Table 7 below.



Table 7 Comparison between DoE models in terms of number of runs and efficiency.

The difference between the methods is the number of design parameter combinations

that they produce. More combinations result in larger number of data points and consequently

more information to build a regression surface. Judging by number of runs, the 3k Factorial

Design can be ruled out for the work of this thesis simply because it is completely impossible

to prepare 243 run cases manually. The Central Composite Design (CCD) was a competitor

but was ruled out since Volvo Aero Corporation has some positive experiences of Box-

Behnken from other fields of applications.

The CCD setup is slightly different than Box-Behnken as it uses extreme values in

design parameters, see Figure 43. In addition it uses reference points outside the actual design

space, hence the increase in number of runs21.

Figure 43 Central Composite Design

The efficiency described in Table 7 above is defined as the ratio of integrated variance

V between optimal vs. actual design with N number design points. According to Montgomery

(2005) the variance V of the mean response y at an arbitrary location x can be calculated by

the relation (9-1) below.

21 Montgomery, 2005

DOE model Number of runs Efficiency for k
= 5 (Web DOE)

Solution time
(a´ 3h)

Box-Behnken Design 46 50 % 138 h
3k Factorial Design 243 90 % 729 h
Central Composite Design 54 70 % 162
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X is the matrix containing the design parameters and the combination of them (see

relation 3-3) x is a vector containing coordinates for an arbitrary location.  is the standard

deviation.

9.6 Variation of the design parameters
Related to the DOE model is the variation of the design parameters. There is a rule of

thumb saying that the variation should be around ±10 %22. That was impossible due to the

complex geometry of the manifold. Some combinations of design parameters would have

resulted in zero thickness of material in some areas. It is possible that the variations of the

design parameters have been too small to make a significant difference in stress levels.

9.7 The transfer function
The quality of the transfer function can be judged by the position of the middle design

point (C = 0), corresponding to nominal setting of a particular design parameter. If the middle

design point deviates a lot from the average stress level it might indicate that the problem at

hand has dominating non-linear effects but the response surface can still be accurate. In this

thesis the geometry was very complex and that is one source of non-linearity. Another source

is the material data which is definitely non-linear. Despite these non-linear disturbances the

middle design point lies very close to the average stress level. In order to improve the

accuracy of the transfer function even further it might be useful to ad higher order terms

according to (9-2).

(9-2) 3
íiii X

9.8 The strategy of experimentation
In this thesis a lot of work had to be done manually which is not optimal, for

instance preparing geometry and meshing. It would be desirable to be able to handle these

operations automatically. One advantage of using the manual approach is that the calculations

can be controlled. It is in this way easy to freeze one design parameter and investigate what

happens, should that be necessary. In this thesis this proved to be the case, as was done with

the mean gas diameter. Using a more automized method, for instance ANSYS Workbench,

would mean that the work is constrained to the capabilities of the software which is not

favourable at this stage since the method is still under development.

22 Montgomery, 2005



The programming structure can be optimized so that the run cases do not need their

separate parameter files. These must be copied and adjusted with file names and paths for

every case and there is always the risk of missing a change so that a calculation runs with the

wrong inputs.



10 Conclusions
10.1  Design parameter influence on the mass

Judging from the diagrams in chapter 8.2 it can be concluded that material thickness in

the torus is the biggest contributor to manifold mass. The second largest contributor is

material thickness in inlet pipe. If both thicknesses are increased by 1 mm, the mass will

increase by approximately 1 kg. An increase in mean gas diameter lowers the manifold mass.

However there are coupling effects to material thickness for this parameter so the extent of

relevance can’t be judged precisely.

10.2  Design parameter influence on stress level
In 87 % of the run cases the highest stress peak occurred in node group 5. Therefore it

makes sense to weight the main and interaction effects for this node group. What is mentioned

below is only valid for node group 5.

The more robust method to extract values for the transfer function was to sort by

location since higher regression quality was achieved in this way. This can be concluded by

comparing the diagrams in Section 8.3 and 8.4. But it was also a good idea to sort the stresses

by stress concentrations in order to keep track on stress concentrations. For node group 5, the

design parameters can be ordered by their relative significance according to the numbered

lists below, in which number 1 is most significant.

Main effects see Figure 30 and Figure 31:

1. Manifold thickness. Increased thickness leads to lower stresses.

2. Material thickness of inlet pipe. Increased thickness leads to higher stresses

3. Inlet pipe diameter. Increased diameter leads to higher stresses.

4. Mean gas diameter. Increased diameter leads to lower stresses

5. Static pressure. Increased pressure leads to higher stresses.

Interaction effects:

1. Mean gas diameter is by far the largest contributor to interaction effects, according

to Figure 37. When it is excluded from the statistical basis the interaction effects

for the other parameters are very weak, according to Figure 36.



10.3  Design parameter influence on likelihood of plasticity
Since likelihood of plasticity follows the stress level it is obvious that node group 5 is

most exposed to plasticity. The design parameter influence is therefore the same as for

stresses in Section 10.2.



11 Further studies
The method used in this thesis is far from perfect and there are many lessons learned.

The recommendations in this chapter are meant to point out some improvements for future

investigations of similar nature.

Separate thermal and structural analysis. It might be a good idea to calculate

thermal  displacements  and  structural  displacements  separately.  In  this  work  they

were superimposed and the stress condition was calculated for the sum. In this way

there is no way to trace whether an anomaly comes from thermal load or from the

pressure.

Investigate methods to prepare geometries and generate mesh automatically. This

is a time consuming task and there is always the possibility of missing something.

When the meshes were generated in this work, there was no two meshes

completely alike meaning that the discretization errors differ to some extent.

A natural continuation of this thesis would be to incorporate Life analysis. The

way to do this would be to perform an Ishikawa analysis like the one in Figure 7

and change stress components to number of load cycles to failure. As is, the result

files  from  ANSYS  are  still  available.  They  can  be  analyzed  by  CUMFAT  and  a

similar transfer function according to equation (4-1) can be calculated that describe

life as a function of design parameters.
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Appendices



A Theory of rocket engines
In this appendix, principles are discussed for three types of liquid bipropellant rocket

engines. There are other types of rocket engines but they fall outside the scope of this thesis.

The main principle of the engines discussed is rather simple. Oxidant and reactant in liquid

state are mixed in a combustion chamber and ignited. There is a rapid combustion and thrust

is the result. In reality, this is more complicated. Rocket engines are extremely complex

machines. They work under extreme pressures and temperatures, demanding sophisticated

materials and complex engineering.

A. 1 Staged combustion cycle
As the name of the engine implies, the combustion takes place in stages.

Pre-burning

Main combustion

The main combustion takes place in the upper part of the nozzle, yielding the thrust to propel

the rocket. In order to make this happen two pumps transfer, respectively, the reactant and

oxidant to the main combustion chamber. To power the pumps, a small amount of fuel and

oxidizer is burned, thus generating hot gas that is passed through the turbine, with the pumps

on its outgoing shaft. In this case the gas is an oxidizer-rich mixture and consists mostly of

unburned vaporized propellant. In the main combustion chamber the generated gas is mixed

with additional fuel and oxidizer and ignited. In order to cool the nozzle mantle, a part of the

reactant is tapped of and fed through a heat exchanger in the nozzle. (See Figure 44)

Among the advantages of this design are

All gas and heat pass through the main combustion chamber, thus yielding an efficient

process with small pump losses.

There is an abundance of power. This allows for extremely high pressure in the main

combustion chamber, meaning higher thrust-to-weight ratio. Consequently, this design

is used for heavy duty applications.

Among the disadvantages are:

Because of the high pressures, this engine is expensive to design. The operational life

of the turbines is typically around ten minutes.23

23 Sonny Andersson, personal communication.



Figure 44 Staged Combustion cycle engine. © The Aerospace Corporation. Used with permission of Gabriel
Spera, Director of The Aerospace Corporation, 26 February 2008.

A. 2 Gas generator cycle
This process is simplified version of the staged combustion cycle, see Figure 45. A part of the

fuel and oxidant is pre-burned in the gas generator. The hot gas passes through the turbine in

order to power the pumps. However, the combustion in the gas generator has to take place

under less-than-optimal mixture conditions in order to keep the temperature lower for the

turbine blades. After the gas has passed the turbines, it is either dumped overboard or fed

through the nozzle mantle as cooling agent. The nozzle can also be cooled by tapping fuel

directly to the nozzle without passing the gas generator. Since gas generator cycle is an open

cycle it generally has lower efficiency than staged combustion cycle.

Figure 45 Gas Generator power cycle. © The Aerospace Corporation. Used with permission of Gabriel Spera,
Director of The Aerospace Corporation, 26 February 2008.

A. 3 Expander cycle
This cycle is similar to the staged combustion cycle, with the difference that it has no pre-

burner or gas generator. Instead, the fuel is vaporized by the heat of the nozzle mantle and

main combustion chamber as it passes by. After this the fuel is fed through the turbine and

injected to the main combustion chamber. See Figure 46.



Figure 46 Expander Cycle rocket engine. © The Aerospace Corporation. Used with permission of Gabriel Spera,
Director of The Aerospace Corporation, 26 February 2008.

A. 4 Comparison between the power cycles
The different engines have different characteristics and thus different areas of usage.

The Staged Combustion Cycle and Gas Generator Cycle are the most powerful complex

machines and are used as main stage engines. The Expander Cycle comparatively small and

are used as upper stage engines, i.e. outside the earth’s atmosphere.

Figure 47 below illustrates combustion chamber pressure as a function of pump

discharge pressure. The higher the pump discharge pressure is, the higher the chamber

pressure can be and the more thrust can be generated. This originates in the function of the

nozzle that is to increase the flow velocity by expanding the gas to a lower static pressure,

according to the Bernoulli equation (1)24. For a higher chamber pressure, there is more

potential energy to convert into kinetic energy.

(1) 2

2
1 VPP ststtot

A high flow velocity together with a high gas density leads to a high mass flow. This

yields more thrust from the engine according to equation

( 2)25. In equation

( 2) Isp denotes specific impulse which is an efficiency parameter characteristic for

each individual engine.

( 2) mgIF sp

Figure 48 shows densities and equivalent pump head for some typical gases. As explained

earlier, a high gas density is desired in order to get a high mass flow. But a high gas density

implies a higher vehicle weight which is definitely not desired due to increased costs. That it

24 Alvarez 2003
25 Mårtensson, Andersson, Trollheden



one reason to choose liquid hydrogen for fuel. One the other hand, the equivalent pump head

for H2 is considerably higher than kerosene meaning that the power consumption for a H2

turbine is considerably higher.

Figure 47 Relations between pump discharge pressure and combustion chamber pressure.

Figure 48 Equivalent water column depending on choice of fuel. For a pump discharge pressure of 100 bar, the
equivalent water column is 13 600 m. Consequently, a LH2 turbine has much larger power consumption than the
other fuels.



B Calculation of heat transfer coefficient
For turbulent flow of gases and liquids in pipes or ducts, the heat transfer coefficient ( ) can

be calculated by relations (3) and ( 4)26.
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Gas data was taken from data sheet provided by Volvo Aero Corporation. The following

results were obtained:

Re = 8,51·106  [-]

Pr = 0,75  [-]

Nu = 1228  [-]

 = 6146 [W/m2·K]

For validity, the Nusselt number was cross referenced with relation ( 5)27.

( 5) 3/14/30396,0 reu PRN

26 Alvarez, 2003
27 Sundén, 1998



= ….= 1340   [-]

The order of magnitude is the same, 1228 vs. 1340, thus could be concluded that the

number is of the right order of magnitude.



C ANSYS codes
C. 1  Parameter file
! Filename: param_therm.ans
!*******************************
! ANSYS code to write a file containing parameters to be used in thermal analysis.
! The file outputs the file param_therm.inp
!*******************************

/config,nproc,2 ! Number of processors to use on LINUX kluster
*CFOPEN,param_therm,inp ! Create input file named param_therm.inp that !contains

information below.
*CFWRITE,f_name='mani1' ! write name of mesh file "mani1" to !param_therm.inp
*CFWRITE,mat_name='alloy_X' ! write name of material file
*CFWRITE,pth_home='/home/yy52535/Exjobb/case1/' ! Write path to case folder

! write path to directory containing thermal code
*CFWRITE,pth_mat='/home/yy52535/Exjobb/Ansys_files/'
! write path to project library
*CFWRITE,pth_nob='/project/FLPP/'

*CFWRITE,pth_flpp='/TURBINE/X-JOBB/MEK/FLPP/case1/'
*CFWRITE,alpha='6146' ! Heat transfer coefficient
*CFWRITE,bulk='700' ! Bulk temperature
*CFCLOS ! Close parameter file
! call thermal code 2nd_order_therm.ans
/inp,/home/yy52535/Exjobb/Ansys_files/2nd_order_therm,ans



C. 2  Thermal code
! Filename: 2nd_order_therm.ans
! *****************************
! Ansys code for Thermal analysis of FLPP manifold.
! The file is generally written and called upon by parameter file for every run case
! See file "param_therm.ans" in the respective case folder

! M.Sc student Kristoffer Backstrom
! *****************************
/batch ! Specify batch mode
/config,nproc,2 ! Use 2 processors for solving
/nerr,5,1000000 ! Specify max number of erro messages

/input,param_therm,inp ! Reads input file "param_therm.inp" created by
!param_therm.ans

/PREP7 ! Enter pre-processing mode

cdread,db,%f_name%,cdb,%pth_home% ! Read mesh file f_name.cdb at location
!pth_home

shpp,warn  ! Show warning
messages, if any.

/inp,%mat_name%,mat-SI,%pth_mat% ! Read material file mat_name.mat-SI at
location    ! pth_mat

emodif,all,mat,1 ! Modify all elements to material number 1.
ET,1,90 ! Create new element type number 1 of type SOLID90
esel,all ! Select all elements in the model
emodif,all,type,,1 !  Modify  all  SELECTED  elements  to  element  type  number  1

!(SOLID90)
etdele,2 ! Delete element type number 2
et,152,surf152 ! Define element type 152 as SURF152 element. 3D thermal !surface

element.
r,152,,,,,, ! Define thickness of surface elements.
rmore,1e-5,1e-5,1e-5,1e-5, ! --||--
emodif,152,mat,1 ! Modify the material of the surface element to the same

material !as the manifold

! Create a new node group called "pressure".
! The purpose is to select all nodes on the inside of manifold, AFTER mid nodes
! have been added. This must be done, else "pressure" will only contain the original
! nodes which will cause SF command to fail.
! The procedure is to surface elements on the inside, overlaid on the real geometry.
! All nodes associated with the surface elements are then input to nodegroup "pressure"

cmsel,s,pressure ! Select node group pressure
type,152 ! set pointer variable type = 152
real,152 ! set pointer variable real = 152



esurf ! Create surface elements on seleted elements
allsel ! Select entire model
emid,1 ! Add midside nodes
esel,s,type,,152 ! Select all surface elements
nsle ! Select all nodes connected to seleced elements
cm,pressure,node ! Update node group pressure to include mid side nodes

allsel
wsort ! sort nodes for more effective solving.
finish

! *********************************************
! **********     ENTER SOLUTION      **********
! *********************************************
*get,jobnam0,active,0,jobnam ! Get current

job name
/assign,rth,%jobnam0%,rth,%pth_nob%%pth_flpp% ! Assign new name

!"jobname0.rth" and location !
pth_nob/pth_flpp" to the !job.

/solu ! Enter solution mode
antype,trans ! Analysis type "transient"
SOLCONTROL,on ! specifies wether to use optimized nonlinear !solution

defaults and ! some enhanced internal solution
algorithms.

tref,293. ! Reference temperature 293 K

!  *** LSTEP 1
/TITLE, FLPP Case1, START PREHEATING
ic,all,temp,293 ! Specifies initial conditions at nodes
TIME,1E-06 ! Sets time for load step
!
TIMINT,OFF ! Turn off transient effects
OUTRES,ALL,NONE ! Minimize result file.
OUTRES,NSOL,ALL ! Selects nodal DOF solution
allsel
lswrite ! Write load and load step option data

to a file
!------------------------------------------------------------------------
!------------------------------------------------------------------------
!  *** LSTEP 2  TSTEP=5.0 seconds
/TITLE, FLPP Case1, Transient effects during start-up sequence,
! Consider time integration effects from now on.
! Simulates rapid heating during startup sequence.
! Transient node displacements are written to file
! and read as boundary conditions in structural analysis.
TIMINT,ON ! Record transient effects
autots,on ! Specifies wether to use automatic time stepping
KBC,0 ! Specifies load as a ramp-fuction
TIME,5 ! Time at end of load step = 5 seconds



deltim,0.5,0.05,1 ! length of first substep = 0.5 ; min lenght of next substep = ! 0.05 ;
max lenght of next substep = 1

sf,pressure,conv,%alpha%,%bulk% ! Simulates temperature load by convection on !the
!inside

! (node group = "pressure").
! heat transfer coeefficient(alpha) = 6146 [W/m2K]  ! bulk temperature (temperature inside

manifold) = !700 K
allsel
lswrite ! Write load and load step option data

to a file
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!  *** LSTEP 3  TSTEP=1000 seconds
/TITLE, FLPP Case1, Steady state,
! Consider time integration effects from now on. Simulates temperature load during !normal

operation.
TIMINT,off ! Do not record transient effects, since steady states effects are of interest
autots,on ! Specifies wether to use automatic time stepping
KBC,0
TIME,1000
deltim,100,10,500 ! length of first substep = 100 s ; min = 10 s ; max = 500 s

sf,pressure,conv,%alpha%,%bulk% ! Simulates temperature load by convection on
! the inside

(node group = !"pressure"). heat transfer coeefficient(alpha) = 6146 [W/m2K]
! bulk

temperature = 700 K
allsel
lswrite
!---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

lssolve,1,3  ! Solve substeps 1-3
/exit,solu



C. 3  Structural code
! Filename: 2nd_order_struc.ans
! *****************************
! Ansys code for structural analysis of FLPP manifold.
! The file is generally written and called upon by parameter file for every run case
! See file "param_struc.ans" in the respective case folder
! M.Sc student Kristoffer Backstrom
! *****************************
/batch ! Specify batch mode
/config,nproc,2 ! Use 2 processors for solving
/nerr,5,1000000 ! Specify max number of erro messages

/input,param_struc,inp ! Reads input file "param_struc.inp" created by param_struc.ans
/PREP7 ! Enter pre-processing mode
 ! Read mesh file f_name.cdb at location pth_home
cdread,db,%f_name%,cdb,%pth_home%

shpp,warn  ! Show warning messages, if any.
/inp,%mat_name%,mat-SI,%pth_mat%  ! Read material file mat_name.mat-SI at !location

pth_mat

emodif,all,mat,1  ! Modify all elements to material number 1.
ET,1,186  ! Create new element type number 1 of type SOLID186
esel,all ! Select all elements in the model
emodif,all,type,,1 !  Modify  all  SELECTED  elements  to  element  type  number  1

!(SOLID186)
etdele,2 ! Delete element type number 2

! *********************************************
! **********     ENTER SOLUTION      **********
! *********************************************
/solu ! Enter solution mode
antype,stat ! Specify analysis type to "static"
tref,293. ! Ambient temperature = 293 K
tunif,293 ! Assign uniform temperature to all nodes = 293 K
nsubst,1 ! Number of substeps = 1

csys,0 ! Select coordinate system 0
cmsel,s,inlet ! Select new node group "inlet"
cmsel,a,outlet ! Select additional node group "outlet"
d,all,all ! Assign DOF constraints to SELECTED nodes. all nodes in all !directions
nsel,all ! Select all nodes in the model

cmsel,s,pressure ! Select new node group "pressure"
esln ! Select element connected to the selected nodes
sf,all,pres,%static_press% ! Apply a pressure to selected elements = static_press ![Pa]

/PREP7 ! Enter pre-processing mode
allsel ! Select entire model



emid,1 ! Create midside nodes
wsort ! Re-number all nodes for faster solving.
fini

/solu ! Enter solution mode
! Read thermal displacements from file therm_name.rth
! at location "pth_nob/pth_flpp"

ldread,temp,,,1000,,%therm_name%,rth,%pth_nob%%pth_flpp%
solve ! Start solution
/exit,solu



C. 4  Post-processing code
!----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
! File name: post_sort_full_manifold.ans
! The file extracts result data from structural analysis and plotts them to a file.
! Data of intrest is:
! - effective stress Von Mises (node solution)
! - pricipal stresses  (node

solution)
! - displacements
! - location of nodes

! Input to file is
! - db-file from ANSYS run
! - rst-file from ANSYS run (Structural result file)
! The file calls a plotting routine called "outdata2file_b.inp"
! M.Sc student: Kristoffer B
!--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
!*** Input files
/batch
/nerr,5,1000000

/inp,param_post,inp ! Read param_post.inp created by file
param_post.ans

/prep7 ! Enters preprocessor mode
resume,%f_name2%,db,%pth_nob%%pth_flpp% ! resumes the current !database file

!"pth_nob/pth_flpp/f_name2.! db"
! --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
finish
/filname,posting
/post1 ! Enter

postprocessing mode
csys,0 ! select

coordinate system 0
rsys,0 ! select

result system 0
/inp,param_post,inp ! Read

param_post.inp AGAIN
inres,all ! Read the resultfile with name and ! ! extension specified above
file,%f_name2%,rst,%pth_nob%%pth_flpp% ! read structural results file

!"/pth_nob/pth_flpp/f_name2.rst"
!-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cmsel,s,outlet_radius1 ! Select node group outlet_radius1
esln ! Select elements connected to !selected nodes
nnum1 = 20 ! Number of nodes to sort. Can be !arbitrary number of nodes.
*del,outlet1 ! Delete array outlet1 incase it exists
*dim,outlet1,array,nnum1,12 ! create an array with nnum2 rows !and 12 columns

*do,i,1,nnum1,1 ! Loop from 1 to nnum2



nsort,loc,y ! Sorts all nodes in node group by smallest Y !coordinate
*get,min_y,sort,0,min ! Within sorted data, find the !smallest Y - coordinate
*get,min_y_node_nr,sort,0,imin ! Within sorted data, find the node !number where the

smallest y-coordinate occurs. Make that node active
loc_1x = nx(min_y_node_nr) ! Find X-location of the active node
loc_1y = ny(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Y-location of the active node
loc_1z = nz(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Z-location of the active node
*get,S1_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,1 ! Find S1 for the actual active node
*get,S2_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,2 ! Find S2 for the actual active node
*get,S3_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,3 ! Find S3 for the actual active node
*get,seqv_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,eqv ! Find Von Mises stress for the active !node
Ux_node = ux(min_y_node_nr) ! Find X-displacement for the active node
Uy_node = uy(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Y-displacement for the active node
Uz_node = uz(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Z-displacement for the active node
*get,usum_node,node,min_y_node_nr,u,sum ! Find vector sum of UX UY UZ for the

!active node
outlet1(i,1) = min_y_node_nr ! Write to array named outlet1 (nnum2 x 12 ! matrix)
outlet1(i,2) = loc_1x ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,3) = loc_1y ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,4) = loc_1z ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,5) = seqv_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,6) = S1_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,7) = S2_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,8) = S3_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,9) = Ux_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,10) = Uy_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,11) = Uz_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet1(i,12) = usum_node ! ...-||-.....
nsel,u,,,min_y_node_nr ! Unselect current active node. Next !iteration will have a different

active node
*enddo
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
cmsel,s,outlet_radius2
esln
nnum2 = 20
*del,outlet2
*dim,outlet2,array,nnum2,12 ! create an array with nnum2 rows and 12 !columns
*do,i,1,nnum2,1 ! Loop from 1 to nnum2
 nsort,loc,y ! Sorts all nodes in node group by smallest !Y coordinate
*get,min_y,sort,0,min ! Within sorted data, find the smallest Y - !coordinate
*get,min_y_node_nr,sort,0,imin ! Within sorted data, find the node number !where

the smallest y-coordinate occors.
loc_1x = nx(min_y_node_nr) ! Find X-location of the

active node
loc_1y = ny(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Y-location of the

active node
loc_1z = nz(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Z-location of the

active node
*get,S1_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,1 ! Find S1 for the actual active node
*get,S2_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,2 ! Find S2 for the actual active node



*get,S3_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,3 ! Find S3 for the actual active node
*get,seqv_node,node,min_y_node_nr,s,eqv !  Find  Von  Mises  stress  for  the  actual

active ! node
Ux_node = ux(min_y_node_nr) ! Find X-displacement for the actual active !node
Uy_node = uy(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Y-displacement for the actual active !node
Uz_node = uz(min_y_node_nr) ! Find Z-displacement for the actual active !node

*get,usum_node,node,min_y_node_nr,u,sum !  Find  vector  sum  of  UX  UY  UZ  for  the
!actual active node

outlet2(i,1) = min_y_node_nr ! Write to array named Outlet2 (nnum2 x 12 !matrix)
outlet2(i,2) = loc_1x ..-||-.....
outlet2(i,3) = loc_1y ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,4) = loc_1z ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,5) = seqv_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,6) = S1_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,7) = S2_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,8) = S3_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,9) = Ux_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,10) = Uy_node ! ...-||-.....
outlet2(i,11) = Uz_node !...-||-.....
outlet2(i,12) = usum_node ! ...-||-.....
nsel,u,,,min_y_node_nr ! Unselect current active node. Next !iteration will have a different

active node
*enddo

cmsel,s,thumb
esln
nnum3 = 20
*del,thumb
*dim,thumb,array,nnum3,12
*do,i,1,nnum3,1
nsort,loc,x
*get,min_x,sort,0,min
*get,min_x_node_nr,sort,0,imin
loc_1x = nx(min_x_node_nr)
loc_1y = ny(min_x_node_nr)
loc_1z = nz(min_x_node_nr)
*get,S1_node,node,min_x_node_nr,s,1
*get,S2_node,node,min_x_node_nr,s,2
*get,S3_node,node,min_x_node_nr,s,3
*get,seqv_node,node,min_x_node_nr,s,eqv
Ux_node = ux(min_x_node_nr)
Uy_node = uy(min_x_node_nr)
Uz_node = uz(min_x_node_nr)
*get,usum_node,node,min_x_node_nr,u,sum
thumb(i,1) = min_x_node_nr
thumb(i,2) = loc_1x
thumb(i,3) = loc_1y
thumb(i,4) = loc_1z
thumb(i,5) = seqv_node
thumb(i,6) = S1_node



thumb(i,7) = S2_node
thumb(i,8) = S3_node
thumb(i,9) = Ux_node
thumb(i,10) = Uy_node
thumb(i,11) = Uz_node
thumb(i,12) = usum_node
nsel,u,,,min_x_node_nr
*enddo
! For comparison, the full manifold is evaluated. The nnum4 most stressed nodes are

!extracted.
! Nodes are selected from the criteria LARGEST 1st principal stress.
! This is due to the interest in predicting life.
cmsel,s,inlet
cmsel,a,outlet
esln
nsle
esln
nsle
nsel,inve
esln
nnum4 = 20
*del,full_manifold
*dim,full_manifold,array,nnum4,12

*do,i,1,nnum4,1

nsort,s,1
*get,max_s1,sort,0,max
*get,max_s1_node_nr,sort,0,imax

loc_1x = nx(max_s1_node_nr)

loc_1y = ny(max_s1_node_nr)

  loc_1z = nz(max_s1_node_nr)

 *get,seqv_node,node,max_s1_node_nr,s,eqv
 *get,S2_node,node,max_s1_node_nr,s,2
 *get,S3_node,node,max_s1_node_nr,s,3
 Ux_node = ux(max_s1_node_nr)
 Uy_node = uy(max_s1_node_nr)
 Uz_node = uz(max_s1_node_nr)
 *get,usum_node,node,max_s1_node_nr,u,sum
 full_manifold(i,1) = max_s1_node_nr
 full_manifold(i,2) = loc_1x
 full_manifold(i,3) = loc_1y
 full_manifold(i,4) = loc_1z
 full_manifold(i,5) = seqv_node
 full_manifold(i,6) = max_s1
 full_manifold(i,7) = S2_node



 full_manifold(i,8) = S3_node
full_manifold(i,9) = Ux_node
 full_manifold(i,10) = Uy_node
 full_manifold(i,11) = Uz_node
 full_manifold(i,12) = usum_node
 nsel,u,,,max_s1_node_nr

*enddo
/inp,outdata2file_b,inp,%pth_mat%
! Callplotting routine "/pth_mat/outdata2file_b.inp". This file will produce a textfile
containing the data !extracted above



D Result plots
This appendix contains diagrams to visualize the stress condition by the two sorting

methods described in Section 7.4.

D. 1 Stress condition from sorting by location

Stresses as function of run case
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Figure 49 Stress condition for node group 4, 1st node in set, vs. number of run case. The figure illustrate that the
particular region of this node group is subjected to tensile stresses well over yield strength of the material. This
is a region with a significant amount of plastic deformation.
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Figure 50 Stress condition for node group 5, 1st node in set, vs. number of run case. The figure illustrate that the
particular region of this node group is subjected to tensile and compressive stresses well over yield strength of
the material. This is a region with a significant amount of plastic deformation.



Stresses as function of run case
Node group 6
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Figure 51 Stress condition vs. run case number for node group 6, 1st node in set. The diagram illustrate that this
particular region of the node group is subjected too much lower stress levels than the other node groups. There
is at significant margin up to the yield stress of the material both in tension and compression.

D. 2 Stress condition from sorting by stress concentration
The diagrams displayed here only contain comparison between effective stresses. The

reason is that effective stress was the sorting criteria in the post-processing routine. The

principal stress components are of course concurrent but at a different order of magnitude.
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Figure 52 Comparison of stress concentrations in Node Group 4 compared to stress concentrations in the
complete manifold.



Comparison with stress concentrations for Node Group 5
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Figure 53 Comparison of stress concentrations in Node Group 5 compared to stress concentrations in the
complete manifold. This diagram shows that 87 % of the run cases have largest effective stress in node group 5.
Note that the real effective stress is of course much lower than this, as the model doesn’t account for plastic
deformation.

Comparison with stress concentrations for Node Group 6
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Figure 54 Comparison of stress concentrations in Node Group 6 compared to stress concentrations in the
complete manifold.

D. 3 Main effects for node group 4
The diagrams of this and subsequent Sections were derived in the exact same way as the ones
in Section 8 and presented here for comparison to the results in Section 8.
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Figure 55 Main Effects for effective stress (SEQV), Node Group 4 Mean Gas Diameter excluded. The diagram is
based on data sorted by location. The diagram indicates fairly linear dependency between design parameters
and stress level. The regression quality is R-Sq = 98.5 %   R-Sq(adj) = 97.5 %.
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Figure 56 Main Effects for effective stress, Node Group 4, Mean gas diameter included. The diagram is based on
data sorted by location. Despite introduction of Mean Gas Diameter the dependency between design parameters
and stress level is still fairly linear. Regression quality is slightly lower compared to Figure 55 but  still  very
good.  R-Sq = 96.6 %   R-Sq(adj) = 93.9 %. The conclusion is that the chosen region captures altered geometry
very well and is suitable for predicting stress levels.
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Figure 57 Main effect for node group 4, Mean Gas Diameter excluded. The diagram is based on data sorted by
stress concenrations. R-Sq = 93.5 %   R-Sq(adj) = 87.4 %
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Figure 58 Main effect for node group 4, Mean Gas Diameter included. The diagram is based on data sorted by
stress concenrations. R-Sq = 97.9 %   R-Sq(adj) = 96.2 %



D. 4 Interaction effects for node group 4
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Figure 59 Interaction effects plot for node group 4. Mean gas diameter excluded. Based  on  data  sorted  by
location and the same transfer function as Figure 55.
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Figure 60 Interaction effects plot for node group 4. Mean gas diameter included. Based  on  data  sorted  by
location and the same transfer function as Figure 56 By comparison with Figure 59 it can be concluded that
mean gas diameter interact non-linearly with manifold thickness and makes very little difference to the other
parameters.
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Figure 61 Interaction plot for node group 4, mean gas diameter excluded. Based on data sorted by stress
concentration. This diagram is calculated from the same transfer function as main effects according to Figure
57. The diagram indicates non-linear interaction between all parameters.
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Figure 62 Interaction plot for node group 4, mean gas diameter included. Based on data sorted by stress
concentration. This diagram is calculated from the same transfer function as main effects according to Figure
58.



D. 5 Probability of plasticity for node group 4

Figure 63 Probability density distribution for effective stress in node group 4. The diagram is based on stress
readings sorted by location, same transfer function as Figure 55 i.e. without influence of mean gas diameter.
CRYSTALL BALL samples 30 000 combinations of design parameters within the design space defined in Section
3.3. The combinations are run through the transfer function of Figure 55 and stress level for each combination is
calculated. The diagram shows a summary of stress level from all the samplings. Expectation value is 500 MPa
which is the same order of magnitude as mean value 600 MPa in Figure 55. The conclusion is that the likelihood
of plasticity is very low in this region, significantly lower than 0.5 % since the yield limit is y > 900 MPa.


